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EDITOR DESK

From the Editor
Tarun Taunk | Editor-in-Chief

“Quantum problems essential to the future
of computing can be solved using a new
universal method.”
A quantum universe is getting ever closer.
Quantum computers are sophisticated devices that
use the principles of quantum mechanics to carry out
intricate calculations and operations. They are used
in research in several domains, including cybersecurity, medication production, climate change, and artificial intelligence. A recent study in the journal Nature
discloses a set of computations that could increase
the accuracy of quantum computers.
Since quantum computers must deal with enormous
volumes of data and tackle issues that are even too
complicated for supercomputers (classical computers),
they are more vulnerable to disruptions that cause
errors. However, a single mistake made by such systems can result in the loss of a significant amount of
important data. To prevent any differences, engineers
and scientists build robust error-correction algorithms
into quantum computers.
The fact that a quantum computer is thought to be
roughly 158 million times quicker than the most
potent supercomputer on Earth gives you an idea
of its potential. A quantum computer can finish a
complex operation in a matter of minutes that would
take a traditional computer thousands of years to
accomplish. Before quantum computing becomes a
commonplace technology, there are a few obstacles
we must overcome.
By creating redundant copies of information in the
form of bits, a traditional computer prevents errors.
Additionally, the copies are utilised to validate the
data. However, transferring data from one qubit to
another is not allowed under the laws of quantum
physics. German researchers have developed a computer process that uses two logical quantum bits and
can be applied to any application. A set of universal
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gates or quantum circuits that can handle all forms
of mathematical information serve as a representation of the operation. One of the study’s authors,
physicist Lukas Postler, asserts that all algorithms may
be programmed into a quantum computer using the
universal set.
In this study, the implementation of a fault-tolerant
universal gate-set was demonstrated. This gate-set
ensures that a single mistake on a physical qubit
cannot result in a mistake in the encoded logical
quantum information. To approximate any operation
a quantum computer is capable of, a universal set of
gates is required (this holds true for error-corrected
qubits as in our case but also for calculations on bare
physical qubits).
The universal set was used in the study to process
quantum information on an ion-trap quantum computer, which moves charged atomic particles suspended in free space under the influence of an electromagnetic field. There were 16 atoms altogether in the
ion trap computer.
Quantum information was kept in the two logical
bits of the set known as the CNOT gate and T
gate. Scientists were able to put a universal gate on
fault-tolerant bits for the first time, and each bit was
spread across seven atoms. A system’s fault tolerance
is its capacity to function even when some of its components fail because quantum algorithms without T
gates can be easily emulated on conventional computers, eliminating any potential speedup, T gates
are very fundamental processes. This
makes them particularly fascinating.
For algorithms utilising T gates, this is
no longer feasible.
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INTERVIEW

Exclusive Interview with Mr. Sanjay Kalirona, CEO and Co-founder Gizmore
Khushagra: Starting off, share some insights
upon Gizmore as a brand, and how its products
are targeted at the users and customers in India?
Sanjay: We started our venture back in 2018, and
the idea was to be one of the top brands in the
technology and lifestyle segment. My partners
and I have more than 20 years of experience in the
space of Mobile, IT and tech accessories. Initially,
we were focused on the fitness products and then
branched out to the audio products category as
well. As of today, Gizmore has a significant presence in personal audio, home audio and fitness
(with the smartwatches) categories, and that has
been our major focus in building up this brand.
Earlier we were only present via offline mediums. We started with the Northern part of India,
then the Western, then the Southern and then
finally expanded to the Eastern part of the country. Now we are operating on a PAN India level,
available in more than 200+ cities, have more than
100+ people in our team and 200+ distributors and
are available at more than 15,000+ retail points.
We are now in this business for over four
years. Having established in the offline space, we
are also present on online websites. A major part
of our sales is still coming through the offline medium. Our aim is to make Gizmore’s quality products available to a large number of people including the ones residing in Tier 3 and beyond cities of
India.
Khushagra: Gizmore holds a wide range of lifestyle products, what is USP for the brand?
Sanjay: Our brand’s key USP has always been producing high-quality products with the most up-todate features at an affordable price and making
them available to a wider audience. It’s because
other competitors operate across numerous platforms, including the internet, therefore we keep a
close watch on price fluctuation across channels.
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We believe in having uniform pricing throughout
all our selling channels, including online, retailers,
and storefronts.
As I have stated, our goal is to bring innovative products to the country’s last mile.
We believe that our competitive prices
have allowed us to reach out to many individuals
while also providing the finest after-sales support.
Khushagra: In this huge market, how competitive
has the market been for Gizmore, having globally
established brands too in the market?
Sanjay: Recently, the fitness and personal audio
category have grown significantly.
So, instead of only national companies
competing, there are undoubtedly far larger
brands available on Flipkart and Amazon.
With global competitors in the category,
I believe we are on our way to becoming one of
the top five brands in the industry within India.
But ultimately, I believe that it is the user that
benefits the most. Since, with all these brands
on the market customers can now easily acquire
a wristwatch
that includes
calling, personal health,
and other
features for a
very reasonable price.
The battery
backup has
also been
greatly
improved
day by
day, resulting in
a better
product.
Mr. Sanjay Kalirona, CEO and Co-founder Gizmore
Read the full interview at www.itvoice.in
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INTERVIEW

Exclusive Interview with Mr. Ashish Jha, Marketing and
Communication Manager, Fuji Electric India Pvt. Ltd.
Khushagra: Which are the industries Fuji Electric’s products have a strong presence and which
all industries are you focusing on as part of your
marketing campaign?
Ashish: Fuji Electric is a Global energy & Automation solution provider headquartered in Japan
with a turnover of USD 9 billion in 2021. Since our
inception in 1923, we have spread our operations
to more than 100 countries globally. Today Fuji
Electric has 212 sales offices with 25+ Manufacturing Facilities worldwide to cater to its customers’ energy and automation requirements.
We have a deep product portfolio with over
4 lakh products ranging from small Semiconductors to larger Power Plants to meet the needs of
our customers, However, in India, we offer solutions for Power Backup, Engineered UPS, Power
Conditioning, AC Drives, Solar & Energy Storage,
Power Semiconductors, Electrical Distribution &
Control, Motion Control, Instrumentation and Process Automation.
We at Fuji Electric India are committed to
adding value for our customers through environmentally friendly products that maximize energy efficiency, highlighting our Brand promise of
Innovating Energy Technology. As a leading global
provider of Energy and Automation solutions, we
enjoy a good market share in India for UPS, Power
Quality, AC drives, Factory Automation, and Instrumentation products and solutions.
As part of our marketing strategy, we at
Fuji Electric aspire to be the most preferred brand
for providing Energy and Automation solutions to
critical applications. We aim to create a distinctive
imprint on customers’ minds so that they identify
our brand by the quality and innovative solutions
we offer from Fuji Electric, which separates us
from the rest of the players. We also believe that
with our innovative solutions and effective en-

gagement with our customers, Fuji Electric is able
to develop solutions that answer the customer’s
key challenges.
Khushagra: What current strategies have you
opted to reach out to your targeted audience
and has digital marketing been a huge factor in
achieving the company’s overall brand objective?
Ashish: We are seeing an era of digital disruption
as technology evolved exponentially, helping organizations to evolve along with it The availability
of data coupled with a wide variety of digital channels offers substantial opportunities for a marketer to reach the customer in real-time.
Digital marketing has become the new
norm for a successful business, and if you do not
participate in it, your company will not grow in the
future. In terms of opportunities and growth, digital marketing is highly beneficial to businesses.
Fuji Electric in India has been active in the
digital space in a big way, and this has paid rich
dividends to the
company expanding its space in the
market and penetrating our reach in
all the segments.
Khushagra: What
is the USP of
your brand Fuji
Electric? What
are your marketing tactics
and strategies
to target the
audience in
the Indian
market?
Mr. Ashish Jha, Marketing and Communication Manager,
Fuji Electric India Pvt. Ltd.
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Read the full interview at www.itvoice.in
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INTERVIEW

“Indian market is one of the most potential markets in terms of
expected GDP growth, market size and demand for IT/Camera
product.” – Mr. Gaurav Mathur, Director, Lexar Co., Limited
Khushagra: Lexar is all into Storage and Memory
devices, where are the products manufactured
and imported from?

Khushagra: What do you feel about the Indian
market and its scope of growth in terms of technological advancements and data storage usage?

Gaurav: Lexar is one of the trusted leading global brands in the flash memory solutions industry
and has been supplying memory cards, USB flash
drives, readers, solid-state drives and DRAM to
retail and OEM customers for over 25 years. The
branding headquarter of Lexar is located in San
Jose, California, United States, and the products
are made and manufactured in Taiwan and China.

Gaurav: Indian market is one of the most potential
markets in terms of expected GDP growth, market
size and demand for IT/Camera product. For Lexar
India market is currently a priority market and we
have already started investing and restructuring
the business model in the India market for better
reach and expansion .

Khushagra: India is still a developing country
and holds one of the great minds working in the
technology industry, what are your growth plans
to dive deeper into the India Market?
Gaurav: India is developing in various fields and
the technology industry is one of them. Since
memory cards like CFexpress and SD/ Micro SD
cards, USB flash drives, SSDs and DRAMs are the
critical elements for the IT sector, producing the
best products and availing them in the market on
large scale is what we are keeping in the mind to
work on. We are planning on expanding the market
for Lexar by executing the availability of the products not only in the metro cities but also in tier 1
and 2 cities by enhancing our distributions and
increasing service centers.
Khushagra: From which cities Lexar is operating
in India and are there any plans of opening offices
in other major cities soon?
Gaurav: Currently, Lexar operates in all the major
cities in India and plan to expand in all tier 1 ,2,3
by 2023 . In future, we do have plans to open an
office in India as well.
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Khushagra: Tell us a little about your range of
products, and the best-selling one, which sectors
have started using Lexar products in India?
Gaurav: Lexar is a global leader of memory and
flash and flaunts a full range product mixes of
SD, micro SD, CFast , card reader, SSD , DRAM and
Gaming drams. We are committed to delivering
the best products on the market and providing a
wide range of products to suit the needs of our
consumers. When it comes to the best-selling
products in India, the Professional 2000x SD ™
UHS-II Card and Professional CFexpress Type B
GOLD series Card,
are the two prime
products that
receive maximum
love and support
from our consumers. These
two cards are
also bundled
with cameras
from major
manufacturers in India.
Mr. Gaurav Mathur, Director, Lexar Co., Limited

Read the full interview at www.itvoice.in
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INTERVIEW

“Customers’ perception moved on from purpose driven
products to fashionable wear to match the outfit.
– Mr. Sanjeev Singh, Co-Founder and CEO (AQFiT)”
Khushagra: Starting off, tell us about your journey building up AQFiT from scratch?
Sanjeev: Founded in 2019, AQFiT with a business
philosophy to build smart devices that bring a
healthier lifestyle to users across the globe. Core
value is innovation leading to quality user experience while providing a cost-effective solution to
make it affordable for the masses.
Khushagra: What was your initial aim behind diving into the technology lifestyle segment?
Sanjeev: Customers’ perception moved on from
purpose driven products to fashionable wear to
match the outfit. There has been a surge of popularity in wearable technology, especially smartwatches. Budget smart watches provide us with
the ability to monitor our fitness activity and give
users the access to all notifications like messages,
daily reminders, and social media updates that
arrive instantly from the wrist without the need
of taking out the phone. Apart from all this, there
are several features available in the smartwatch.
Smart watches have become companions of
smartphones and affordable prices have changed
the customer’s interest from niche to masses.
Khushagra: This sector will always have scope for
new improvements and innovations, what does
the roadmap look like for AQFit?
Sanjeev: AQFiT gains edge over competition by leveraging its recent collaboration with DeepNordic
ApS – a Denmark based Technology Giant. DeepNordic with state of the art R&D facility has gained
mastery over the years in developing Smart Wearables. With the help of strategic technology partnership, AQFiT aims to Integrate technology with
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lifestyle, improvised health tracking, efficient way
to handle day-day tasks and precedence of overall
customer experience by eliminating the need to
physically touch the smartphone.
Khushagra: Tell us a little something about one
of your best products that you offer, and what
makes it unique from all the other competitive
products offered in the market?
Sanjeev: AQFiT W16 is all set to hit the market
by the end of June 22. This device comes with
a 1.69” HD IPS display, packed with dedicated
sensors for Heart Rate & SpO2 for reliable output.
Add the App Experience and the first product to
support i.e. W16
Khushagra: Apart from the current line of products, is AQFiT planning to enter or launch some
new tech products in any different category?
Sanjeev: Bluetooth headsets are the first consumer wearable devices and still by far the most
sold wearable. Due to the rise of affordable smartphones, low data cost, availability of content
and streaming,
phones and
computers are
now the top two
devices used to
listen to music
and Earwear is
the best way
to listen to
music from
your
personal
device.
Mr. Sanjeev Singh, Co-Founder and CEO, AQFiT

Read the full interview at www.itvoice.in
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NEWS

NETPOLEON | TENDA

Netpoleon Partners with Orchestra Group to
Strengthen Cybersecurity Offering in India

N

etpoleon, a leading
value-added distributor in APAC, today
announced a distribution
agreement with Orchestra
Group, a privately held
company led by top cybersecurity and data-science
experts.
This
agreement will
enable
greater availability
of
Orchestra
Group’s
solutions among Indian organizations.
Under the agreement, Netpoleon will offer
Orchestra Group’s solutions including Harmony
Purple, an advanced vulnerability
management
solution, and Harmony
IoT, a non-invasive wire-

T

enda announces the
launch of its all-new
Full HD 1080p Smart
AI Security Camera — CP3.
The new security camera
marks an extension of its
present product portfolio
and targets the SOHO category in India.
The Tenda CP3 is a
highly intelligent, AI-driven
security camera system that
features a Full HD 1080p image sensor. It can rotate, pan
and tilt to cover a total 360°
in areas such as homes, small
businesses, and small offices. The security camera is
also equipped with a 2-way
full-duplex audio communication system, apart from
smart motion detection and
tracking. The Tenda CP3 is
a very versatile product that
can be installed in homes,
offices, classrooms, shops
and other small areas that
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less intrusion prevention
solution. Netpoleon’s technical engineers will undergo a training program and
be certified by Orchestra
Group, enabling them to
deliver expert and specialized support to businesses
across India.
This partnership brings
together Netpoleon’s extensive
network
with
Orchestra Group’s advanced suite of cybersecurity security solutions, providing organizations with
effective and efficient protection from vulnerabilities that lead to data loss,
ransomware and denial of
service.
“We are excited to

have Netpoleon join our
partner program. Netpoleon is known to selectively
partner with best of breed
vendors to serve the needs
of their end customers. By
adding Orchestra Group
solutions to its portfolio,
Netpoleon will add significant new capabilities,
enabling it to address rapidly expanding needs for
effective security in both
wired and wireless infrastructure. Orchestra Group
is pleased to be gaining a
distribution partner with
a stellar reputation for its
end-to-end security solutions and expertise.” Mr.
Boaz Litai, Global Vice
President of Sales, Or-

Tenda Launches ‘CP3’ — Full HD 360° AI
Camera with 3 month free cloud storage
need 24×7 remote surveillance. Check out some of the
highlights below:
Auto Targeting and
Tracking: Thanks to the inbuilt AI mechanism, CP3
can automatically track the
very movement
of
everything
that passes by.
Sound
and
Light
Alarm: The CP3
features a flashing light and a
loud alarm too
which
kicks
into action the
moment there’s any type of
movement in the surveillance area. The moment motion or intrusion is detected,
the sound and light alarms
go off, and you simultane-

ously receive a notification
alert on your smartphone.
S-motion
Detection: The Tenda CP3 has a
unique artificial intelligence
(AI) mechanism that accurately helps to detect and
identify human
body
shapes
and movement.
It detects suspicious movement automatically, triggers
an alarm, and
sends notifications on your
mobile in real-time.
360° coverage: With
a pan/tilt design that enables flexible rotation in all
directions, the Tenda CP3

chestra Group
“As a leading player in the cybersecurity
solutions space working
with a number of established brands, we’re very
excited about becoming
the national distributor for
Orchestra Group in India.
The milestone affords us
a greater opportunity to
make deeper inroads in
a market that is growing
rapidly. With Orchestra
Group’s security solutions,
our customers can be confident that we have what it
takes to prepare, prevent,
detect, and respond to cyber threats.” Mr. Mohan
Kumar TL, Director, Netpoleon India
covers the area 360° horizontally and 155° vertically
(90° up, 65° down) leaving
no blind spots.
Instant
Privacy
Mode: The moment you
come home, you can simply tap on the app and the
camera rotates downward,
allowing you full privacy.
Free Cloud Subscription: Get instant access
to all your recorded videos
which are safely and securely stored on the cloud from
any remote location. Avail a
3 month free cloud subscription on every Tenda CP3 to
store 24×7 recordings on the
cloud.
John Dong, Director for Tenda India, commented on the product
launch stating, “The Indian
surveillance market has seen
a spike in CCTV requirements in the recent years...

Read more at www.itvoice.in
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NEWS

IRIS GLOBAL | VIEWSONIC

Iris Global Delivers 700 Acer Desktops worth 4 Cr to Delhi Partner Help
Modernize Home Ministry Para Military IT Infrastructure

K

nown as the Doyen of
IT Industry & India’s
Most Preferred Distribution Company – Iris
Global Services, has recently supplied an emerging
and young Partner company “Naoki International
Technologies Pvt Ltd” with

700 Acer Desktops worth
Rs 4 Crore amidst the Corona pandemic and Chip
crisis. Naoki International
Technologies is a new addition to the Iris channel

partners family. They secured the order to supply
end computing infrastructure to modernize the Para
Military Forces under the
umbrella of Home Ministry, Govt of India.
Speaking to newsman, Mr.
Pawan Sharma, Director,
Naoki
International
Technologies
said -“The Para
Military’s IT infrastructure
at
various locations
in India needed up
gradation and modernizing since a long time.
As a technology solution
partner, we stepped in &
designed the project by in-

cluding the OEM ie, Acer
India who subsequently
introduced us to Iris Global for the distribution and
supply at all the Pan India
Locations.
“Iris Global helped
us well by sourcing and
delivering 700+ Acer Desktop computers. At the time
of severe Corona Virus
Pandemic when the
shortage of semiconductors
were
causing delays and
deliveries were falling
off their schedules – it was
Iris who got Acer to deliver
these devices on time using
their influence & resources
and we were able to com-

Pioneering 3rd Gen LED Technology in India, ViewSonic
Launches Lamp Free LED Projectors for corporate and
education sector.

S

trengthening its foothold in advanced technology and pioneering LED technology, ViewSonic
Corp., a leading global
provider of visual solutions, launched its Lamp
Free LED Projectors LS500WHP and LS550WHE.
Introducing 3rd generation LED technology in
the industry, the projectors are endorsed with high brightness and vibrant colour offering upto 3500 ANSI
Lumens and 125% Rec.709 wide color gamut.
Pioneering LED technology
for projection, ViewSonic is adopting Lamp free LED projectors. A shift
toward this technology is becoming
widely prevalent in visual products
and solutions. Powered with better
brightness, the LED technology possess more efficiency, reliability, dura-
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bility, and long-lasting. Additionally,
the lifespan becomes 4-10 times more
compared to the traditional lamp
projector
offering
30,000 hours, eliminating the need for
lamp replacement
and further reducing ongoing maintenance requirements.
It also possesses low power consumption, which makes them more
energy efficient. Hence, together it
brings products cost-effectively, and
the cost of ownership remains low.
LED technology has been beneficial
and promotes a greener and safe environment.
Mr.
Muneer
Ahmad,
Vice-President, Sales and Marketing, ViewSonic India, said, “We at
ViewSonic have reached a new milestone by becoming the number one

plete the project before 31st
March 2022”
Mr.
Vijender
Singh, Director Naoki International Technologies
added “Iris Global was
flexible, they helped us in
Warehousing & Delivering pan India including
locations around Indian
border and
other sensitive areas. It was
because of
Iris Global’s
commendable support that
helped us receive the Acer
computing devices on time
and we were able to full fill
this prestigious order”

LED projector brand in India and
the world’s number two LED projector brand. Developing our products based on consumer preference,
advanced technology and industry
trends, we enrich ourselves to create
innovative and user-friendly products. The newly launched projectors
are affordable, offer minimal maintenance, are energy-efficient,
have a longer
lifespan,
and
have less power
consumption.
Being environment friendly,
our latest projectors are embedded
with high brightness and contrast
performance, giving true-to-life visuals with no compromise in the quality.
Adopting industry-leading 3rd generation LED technology, we aim to
provide comprehensive LED projector solutions to our customers across
all segments.”
Read more at www.itvoice.in

INAUGURATIONS
Bengaluru: US IT firm Pure
Storage opens new India
R&D centre

T

he India R&D centre, said the
company, will contribute to the
continued innovation in most
of these product lines.
Bengaluru: US-based IT firm
Pure Storage on Thursday inaugurated its new Research and Development Centre in Bengaluru that will
focus on innovations that transform
storage and data management.
State Minister of IT and
Skill Development, Dr CN Ashwath
Narayan, said that Pure Storage is
providing an opportunity for Indian talent to contribute to technologies that are in demand around the
world.
“With data continuing to
grow in volume and complexity, the
skills to manage, protect and move
it around in hybrid and multi-cloud
environments, will become even

SYNEGRA inaugurates one
more new state-of-the-art
SMT line at its production
unit Goa

S

YNEGRA EMS Ltd. is a subsidy
of SMARTLINK, which started manufacturing Networking
Products by importing the 1st SMT
line in 1994. Due to high volume manufacturing with Government support
of Duty difference of Finished products and detail parts importing, we
started manufacturing many types
of products and increased ours to 8
SMT lines production capacity. After
the WTO agreement due to the duty-free import of Finished Products,
manufacturing decreased year on
year in India. Two years back SYNEGRA imported the FUJI NXT III line
as most of the SMT lines had become
very old. Last year due to Government support of the PLI scheme and
Basic Custom Duty on some of the
products increasing the capacity of
manufacturing we added one more

more in demand and it’s important
for Karnataka to be involved in this
movement,” he said during the inauguration of the R&D centre.
The acceleration of digital
transformation around the world
is fueling the growth of data, specifically unstructured data such as
video, picture and audio files. This
is creating demand for professionals who are experts in solutions that
store, manage, protect and analyse
such data.
A recent study by Pure Storage with management consulting firm Zinnov indicated
that there are over 700,000
professionals in India with
the relevant data management skills. This is around 14
per cent of the total technology workforce in the country
and is poised to grow further.
“The India R&D centre will further foster data
management capabilities in

India while ensuring Pure’s global
customers benefit from this abundance of talent,” said Ajay Singh,
Chief Product Officer, Pure Storage.
Pure Storage has a portfolio of data
management solutions which include FlashArray, FlashBlade, FlashStack, AIRI, Pure as-a-Service, Portworx, Pure1, Evergreen, Pure Cloud
Block Store and Purity.
The India R&D centre, said
the company, will contribute to the
continued innovation in most of
these product lines.

SMT Line FUJI NXT III and inaugurated it.
Mr K. R. Naik, Executive
Chairman, SMARTLINK HOLDING LTD. Said. “It’s a proud moment
for adding one more SMT line within
two years due to Government support. We see a huge opportunity for
manufacturing all kinds of products
in India and we are happy because
of the good acceptance of Made in
India products. We have been committed to the government’s vision
for Vocal for Local
and has always
encouraged local
manufacturing. We
started manufacturing 8086 Mother
Boards in 1986 by
getting parts from
Singapore as we
were not aware of
Taiwan and China.
We are in manufacturing for more
than three decades.
“

Mr. Vijay Rane, Factory
Head, SYNEGRA EMS Ltd. Said,
“We have added one more SMT line
FUJI NXT III for better operation as
both the machines are highly productive, multi-functional modular placing machines. These SMT lines have
built-in head exchange function and
support machine reconfigurability
& scalability. It runs a self-Diagnosis
function called Auto & Hybrid Calibration to ensure High Placement
Accuracy.”
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PRODUCTS
ECS Unveils Comprehensive LIVA Mini
PC and Commercial Motherboards at
Embedded World 2022

E

litegroup
Computer Systems (ECS),
the global leading motherboard, mini PC, notebook, mobile device, and
smart solution provider,
will physically and digitally participate the leading international faire for
embedded technologies,
Embedded World 2022
at Nuremberg, Germany
from June 21 to 23 to showcasing the comprehensive LIVA Mini PC family
and the latest commercial
motherboards to apply in
wide range applications.
LIVA Mini PC Applied for Various Smart

Solutions
ECS
presents
the complete LIVA Mini
PC
family
including
compact-size Q series,
multi-function Z series
and high-performance one
series and its wide range
applications during the
event.
Industrial Automation
LIVA Z2 Mini PC
is an ultra-compact PC
with fully functional features including extra HDD
storage, 6-port for USB
connections, Gigabit LAN
port, wireless LAN, and
dual HDMI ports for data
computing and transmis-

sion to control center.
Automated machines
embedded in LIVA Z2
in production lines can
offer upscale production rates and minimize product deficiency caused by human
error. Besides, with the
fanless design, LIVA Z2
Mini PC prevents the
attraction of dust preventing overheating issues and
also reducing malfunctions
and extending the product
life-cycle.
Self-service Kiosk
With the ultra
small-sized design, LIVA Q
series Mini PC is perfectly
fit into the limited space of
the kiosk.
LIVA Q3 Plus Mini
PC equipped with a powerful 15-watt AMD Ryzen™

HP Spectre x360 laptops launched in India with 12th Gen
Intel CPU, 4K OLED Display

H

P just dropped new Spectre
notebooks in India. The HP
Spectre x360 13.5 and Spectre
x360 16 laptops run on Intel’s 12th
Gen processors and are equipped
with vibrant OLED displays.
The HP Spectre x360 13.5 features a starting price of Rs 1,29,999,
while the Spectre x360 16 boasts a
price tag of Rs 1,39,999 in India. HP
is offering the devices with a no-cost
EMI offer that can be split into 18
months. Customers will also get a
two-year additional onsite warranty
worth Rs 14,999 on the new Spectre
laptops. Pre-booking is available on
hp.com/in and in select HP World
stores, Croma, and Reliance stores.
HP Spectre 16 x360 Specifications
The new 2022 HP Spectre 16
is a convertible laptop with a 16-inch
4K OLED and a 120Hz refresh rate.
The screen features touch and gesture support with an optional MPP
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2.0 tilt pen. The new Spectre 16 x360
is powered by the 12th Gen Intel
Core i7 processor paired with Intel’s
Arc graphics.
The new Spectre laptop also
comes with Wi-Fi 6e and Thunderbolt 4 and is Intel Evo certified. It
boasts built-in AI-powered features
Auto-frame, Noise reduction, dynamic voice levelling, health and
well-being features, AI-based privacy alert and sound enhancement.
The HP Spectre 16 (2022) is
touted to deliver up to 16 hours of
battery life on a single charge. It also
supports fast charging, capable of
delivering a 50 percent charge in just
30 minutes. In addition, the Power
Saver and Adaptive battery optimiser mode are baked into the system to extend the battery life.
The new Spectre laptop also
includes directional beamforming
microphones and quad speakers

V1605B or R1505G APU,
HDMI 2.0 and mDP ports
for dual displays on vivid
4K UHD video streaming,
wired and wireless networking connection, and
various ports to connect
with different devices to
apply with all kinds of
kiosks such as ticket machine, self-order machine,
vending machine, product
information checking machine, self-checkout machine, and so on.

along with bi-directional AI noise
reduction. The new Backlight Adjustment feature aims to autocorrect
video images in any area you are taking a video call. The Flicker Free and
Anti-reflection display is TUV certified and has an Always-on blue light
filter built-in.

HP Spectre 13.5 x360 Specifications
The HP Spectre 13.5 x360 features the same specifications and features as the Spectre 16 model. However, the Spectre 13.5 has a smaller
13.5-inch display size, although the
rest of the display specs are the same
as the 16-inch model. Like the Spectre 16 x360, the 13.5-inch model also
boosts Windows 11. Lastly, the HP
Spectre x360 13.5-inch laptop is the
world’s first 13.5” convertible laptop
PC with 5MP IR intelligent camera.

PRODUCTS
BenQ announced the launch of its all-new projector GS50

B

enQ, the No.1 Projector Brand
in India, today announced the
launch of its all-new projector GS50, the smart wireless portable projector with distinctive features like
Full HD resolution, 2.1
– Channel Bluetooth
Speakers with Extra
Bass, Built-in Android
TV, and a 2.5-hour builtin battery allowing customers to enjoy full-length feature
films anytime anywhere. The GS50 is
designed for the GenZ and millennials who are constantly on the go and
are looking to bring video and audio
content, wherever they go creating
projection size up to 100 inches on
any surface. It enables user to create
high-quality video anywhere – be
it tables, floors, walls or even ceilings. It doesn’t require any separate
screen, all you have to do is just tilt it

and enjoy big-screen moments anytime, anywhere, and change the way
you enjoy content.
Engineered for lightweight durability, GS50 is ergonomically
designed and despite its
sleek form it has a powerful 30,000-hr long-life LED
source and comes with an
all in one easy-to-carry kit
with flexible storage and
partitions for your mobile, power bank, handheld game
console, and more. A powerhouse of
entertainment, GS50 offers versatile
Cinema, Game, Sports, and Music
Modes and is equipped with safety
features like IPX2 splash water resistance and 2.3ft drop protection to
preserve memories of family get-togethers with modern connected entertainment.
Speaking on the occasion
Mr. Rajeev Singh, Managing Di-

Epson unveiled its new high end 4K laser
home theater projector, the EH-LS12000B

E

pson unveiled its new
high end 4K laser home
theater projector, the
EH-LS12000B. The new projector promises to redefine
the home cinema experience with an immersive big
screen experience and is ideal for film enthusiasts, those
who enjoy streaming shows
and watching live sports.
Featuring Epson’s laser light
source, and a new 4K image
processing chip delivering
4K resolution, this projector
offers high brightness, high
image quality and flexibility with a range of features.
Priced at INR 599,999, the
EH-LS12000B promises the
ultimate larger-than-life cinematic experience at home.
xFans of the big
screen will revel in the powerful projector’s impresRead more at www.itvoice.in

sive display. A
combination
of
high-end
technologies
come together to deliver exceptional
image quality with a high
2,500,000:1 dynamic contrast ratio, 4K resolution
(8.3mil pixels), HDR10+
support, 3LCD and a laser
light-source. With powered
lens shift and zoom lens it’s
easy to achieve an accurate
display.
With Epson’s 3LCD
technology the users can
enjoy vivid colours, thanks
to an equally high White
and Colour Light Output
of 2,700 lumens on the EHLS12000B. HDR10+ support reveals extra detail and
depth for natural yet richer
colours. Detail in the shad-

rector, BenQ India, said, “BenQ is
the No. 1 portable projector brand in
India with over 50% market share as
per Futuresource
Consulting
Report for Q1’22
and the launch of
GS50 is to further
cement
BenQ’s
position as the
market
leader
and at the same time providing the
best possible entertainment on the
go beyond the limitations of space
to our customers. The GS50 is an innovative addition to BenQ’s range
of smart wireless portable projectors that complements the unique
lifestyles of millennials and modern
Indian families alike by providing
meaningful all-in-one cinematic experiences by combining wireless
Android TV streaming and powerful
Bluetooth multichannel audio with
high mobility and versatile connectivity.”

ows is defined with the high
contrast ratio of 2,5000,000:1
delivering deep blacks. With
4K Frame interpolation, 4K
Super Resolution and scene
adaptive gamma correction/auto contrast
enhancement, the ultimate
home-cinema experience is
simple to achieve.
The long-lasting laser light source in the EHLS12000B not only provides
lower energy consumption
but delivers home entertainment for up to 10 years¹.
The projector is easy
to set up and install thanks
to motorised optics including a powered 2.1x optical
zoom, powered focus and
powered lens shift of ±96.3%
vertical and ±47.1% horizontal. Watching content in the
right aspect ratio is made
simple by being able to store

your ten favourite formats.
The projectors are also compatible with Calman colour
calibration software.
“With the increasing consumption of content
at home, the EH-LS12000U
is ideal for serious enthusiasts who are looking to take

their viewing experience to
a previously unimagined
level. More households
now have dedicated home
cinema rooms, or spaces
large enough to enjoy the
big screen cinema experience that this projector can
deliver” said Mr. Harish A
K – Senior General Manager – Visual Products, Epson
India.
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PRODUCTS
Minosha India unveils P502, a robust
single-function printer at the 15th Print
Pack India’22

M

inosha India Ltd,
the authorized distributor of Ricoh’s
imaging solutions, and digital services has launched
its all-new P502 LED printer in India that maintains
exceptional speed, quality,
and reliability throughout
long runs. Minosha India
has unveiled it’s state-ofthe-art product exposition
at Booth No -28, Hall No
9D in the 15th Edition
of Print Pack India 2022
, scheduled from 26th
May till 30th May 2022 at
the India Expo Centre &
Mart, Greater Noida, Uttar
Pradesh.

The Indian market has
witnessed a new product
from Minosha India after a
long gap which is aligned
with the company’s larger
business objective to introduce more range of products in the country which
will help Minosha India to
reach a revenue of Rs 500
crore in next five years.
P502 printers are
backed with a powerful
Intel processor that effortlessly processes complex
jobs and eliminates bottlenecks by delivering the
first 1,200 x 1,200 dpi print
in under 5 seconds while
Multi-page document sets

are produced at a whooping 45 pages per minute.
Fast, easy to use, 43 PPM
printer, the RICOH P 502
can meet all enterprise
black and white print requirements. The intuitive
PCL and PostScript 3 drivers simplify every operation as employees can print
directly from their iOS™
and Android™ devices,
with easy password protection to lock confidential
documents. Additionally,
to safeguard business security, the intelligent platform supports the use of
integrated workflow solutions — such as RICOH
Streamline NX.
Commenting
on
the launch, Mr. Atul Thakker, Managing Director,
Minosha India Ltd. said-

Elista unveils its first webOS TV-powered ultra-premium
Smart LED TVs, beginning at an amazing price of Rs 48,990

E

lista, India’s premier brand of electronics, home appliances, IT, and mobile
accessories, today announced the debut of its
ultra-premium Smart
LED TVs. Powered by webOS TV,
these television features a bezel-less
design and offer an immersive viewing experience. Elista is recognized
for providing cutting-edge technology at an affordable price point to
its consumers, and these Smart LED
TVs are a true embodiment of that.
Available in three screen sizes – 43-inch (109 cm), 50-inch (124
cm), and 55-inch (140 cm), Elista
Smart LED TVs feature ThinQ AI
which engages with consumers in
a two-way conversation and makes
it easy for the user to use the Smart
TV through his mobile. With this
technology, users can easily access
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the built-in Alexa and
manage the device with
voice commands. They
can also browse their favourite OTT apps with
voice commands.
The Elista Smart LED
TVs powered by webOS TV come
bundled with an intuitive,
easy-to-use Magic remote
with a dedicated hotkey
for Netflix & Prime Video,
allowing users to get to
their favourite shows and
apps faster. These TVs are
packed in 400nits of peak
brightness, 4K Quantum
Lucent, and 1.07 billion colours. Users can enjoy truly blur-free visuals
through Low-Frame rate content and
MEMC @60HZ. This, coupled with
Future-Ready Technology, ALLM
(Automatic Low Latency Mode),
gives less than 5 ms input lag for an

“The unveiling of our new
product RICOH P 502 will
mark a new stage in the
company’s development.
It is a significant launch for
Minosha India to increase
its reconditioning capacity to offer our customers
reliable and affordable
tech-savvy printing solutions with unmatched satisfaction. This new launch
integrates the company’s
best know-how and establishes its ambition to offer
a more virtuous model of
compact, precise and economical office solutions.”

outstanding action-packed viewing
experience.
Commenting on the launch,
Pawan Kumar, CEO, Elista said, “The
Smart TV industry in India has been
evolving at a fast pace. Consumers
today are looking for a better experience, better technology and a seamless experience within their budget.
Our success stems from focusing on
delivering the best-performing products to consumers and
offering them premium
products that are within
their reach. We are one
of the fastest-growing
companies in the smart
TV category, and with
the launch of our Elista
Smart LED TVs, powered by webOS TV, we
plan to take our success in this category a notch higher. We are hopeful
that through our Smart LED TVs we
will reach consumers willing to upgrade to an unparalleled viewing experience at a budget-friendly cost.”
Read more at www.itvoice.in

CYBERSECURITY AND CYBER ATTACKS

Attacker Dwell Time Increased by 36%, Sophos’ Active
Adversary Playbook 2022 Reveals

S

ophos, a global leader in
next-generation cybersecurity, today released the “Active
Adversary Playbook 2022,” detailing
attacker behaviors that Sophos’ Rapid Response team saw in the wild
in 2021. The findings show a 36%
increase in dwell time, with a median intruder dwell time of 15 days in
2021 versus 11 days in 2020. The report also reveals the impact of ProxyShell vulnerabilities in Microsoft Exchange, which Sophos believes some
Initial Access Brokers (IABs) leveraged to breach networks and then
sell that access to other attackers.
“The world of cybercrime
has become incredibly diverse and
specialized. IABs have developed
a cottage cybercrime industry by
breaching a target, doing exploratory reconnaissance or installing
a backdoor, and then selling the

A

ccording to the recent
Kaspersky
survey
conducted among senior non-IT
management and business
owners, 73% of firms can’t
handle a ransomware attack alone or with the help
of regular IT service providers. To offer in-house
cybersecurity teams and
InfoSec professionals an
opportunity to expand
their analytical skills in the
incident response domain,
Kaspersky has designed a
new Windows Incident Response training course.
Over recent years
the lack of skilled technical staff who can detect
and respond to complex
incidents, along with a
lack of visibility across infrastructure and consistent
management, have been

turn-key access to ransomware gangs
for their own attacks,” said John Shier, senior security advisor at Sophos.
“In this increasingly dynamic, specialty-based cyberthreat landscape, it
can be hard for organizations to keep
up with the ever-changing tools
and approaches
attackers use. It is
vital that defenders understand
what to look for
at every stage of
the attack chain, so they can detect
and neutralize attacks as fast as possible.”
Sophos’ research also shows
that intruder dwell time was longer
in smaller organizations’ environments. Attackers lingered for approximately 51 days in organizations
with up to 250 employees, while they

typically spent 20 days in organizations with 3,000 to 5,000 employees.
“Attackers consider larger
organizations to be more valuable, so
they are more motivated to get in, get
what they want and get out. Smaller organizations have less perceived
‘value,’ so attackers can afford to
lurk around the network in the background for a longer period. It’s also
possible these attackers were less experienced and needed more time to
figure out what to do once they were
inside the network. Lastly, smaller
organizations typically have less visibility along the attack chain to detect
and eject attackers, prolonging their
presence,” said Shier. “With opportunities from unpatched ProxyLogon
and ProxyShell vulnerabilities and
the uprise of IABs, we’re seeing more
evidence of multiple attackers in a
single target. If it’s crowded within a
network, attackers will want to move
fast to beat out their competition.”

Kaspersky launches online Incident
Response training course aimed at
improving skills for responding to
cyberattacks including ransomware
the biggest challenges for
businesses in dealing with
complicated cyber threats.
The recent global
study by Kaspersky titled
“How do business executives perceive ransomware threat?” confirms
that most firms (73%) will
have to seek the help of
external incident response
providers’ in the event of
a ransomware attack. This
is despite the fact that 73%
of respondents from APAC
consider there to be a high
possibility of these attacks
on their organization.
It is also likely
that companies who have

never experienced a ransomware attack overestimate the skills of their regular security providers and
in-house IT teams. The statistics show that organizations that have
previously been
exposed to such
threats rely less
on their existing
resources.
F o r
companies
looking to improve the expertise of their
in-house digital
forensics and incident response

teams, as well as for IT security practitioners looking
to upgrade relevant skills,
Kaspersky has expanded
its online expert training
portfolio. The Windows
Incident Response training
was developed by experts
from the company’s Global
Emergency Response Team
(GERT) with more than 12
years’ experience in the
field.
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FEATURING IN CRICKET SERIES
Secureye is conducting branding at the stadiums during
the prestigious ongoing India-South Africa 5-match T20
Cricket Series

D

uring the renowned ongoing
India-South Africa 5-match
T20 Cricket Series, Secureye,
a leading New Delhi-based security
product firm, is undertaking stadium branding (from June
9-19, 2022).
The brand intends to build a strong
brand with this campaign. Given the vast
number of people that will be watching the match, branding across all
platforms will undoubtedly assist
the business and aid to reinforce the
construction of a strong brand image.
Secureye’s powerful marketing plan for increasing its growth includes this branding engagement in

one of India’s most popular sports
is the way to go. The popularity of
cricket in India is enormous, and
Secureye intends to take use of it in
order to maximise growth potential.
Secureye’s participation
at all of the T20 matches will undoubtedly aid
in driving sales and increasing revenue for this
quarter. Secureye has its
logo on the ground as well as on the
big screen, which will undoubtedly
benefit the company’s image.
Secureye is well-known
and offers a wide range of security
products including CCTV cameras,
AHD cameras, IP cameras, bodyworn cameras, biometric attendance
machines; door access control solu-

India’s No 1 party speaker brand ZOOOK joins India-SA
T20I Series with on-ground branding

F

rench Lifestyle brand ZOOOK,
which has become a household
name across India over the past
decade with its wide array of audio
and consumer technology products,
has now entered the cricketing arena. The company has joined the celebrations of the India Vs South Africa
T20I Series by inking a deal for on
ground, including giant board and
perimeter branding during the different matches, including the opener
at Arun Jaitley Stadium in New Delhi on Thursday.
“Team India currently ranks
No. 1 in the shortest format of the
game and so does ZOOOK when it
comes to innovative technology and
party speakers. Team ZOOOK will
be rooting for the Men in Blue, who
are just one win away from most consecutive victories in T20I and moreover, our love for the game has compelled us to expand our marketing
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tions based on cards, fingerprints,
and passwords; entrance security
solutions such as boom barriers and
turnstiles; CCTV Cables, Cat6 Cables, POE switches; and FTTH Fiber
products such as Epon, Xpon, OLT,
Fiber Patch Cord, and others.
Mr. Atul Gupta, Director
– Secureye India has also shared
his insights, “Secureye is definitely an established leading brand in
the security sector with a tremendous product portfolio which ensures
the need of users.
We believe that this
marketing
method
through this prestigious cricket series will benefit us is
many ways, starting from brand upliftment to sales growth. We are confident that through this branding in
India – South Africa T20 series will
genuinely help us drive the brand to
another level.”

focus around the same. Earlier we
got associated for the Road Safety Series while this time we are cheering
Team India from inside the ground.
Hope we get to see good cricket all
around,” said Achin Gupta, Country Head-India, ZOOOK.

Notably, the No. 1 party speaker
brand in the country had nearly a
year ago collaborated with India
Legends team, which comprised the
likes of Sachin Tendulkar, Yuvraj

Singh, Yusuf Pathan, Irfan Pathan
and Mohammad Kaif among others,
for the second edition of the Road
Safety World Series.
The ongoing South Africa
tour to India comes as an adrenaline
rush for the cricket lovers in the country, for while Men in Blue are in their
best form in the T20I format, they
had last suffered a drubbing against
Proteas when they had toured South
Africa.

RECOGNITION

I

PRAMA EXCELLENCE MEET Held Successfully in
Mumbai, Creates Big Impact on Partner Ecosystem

ndia’s premier indigenous security and surveillance product
manufacturing company, Prama India organized its third part
of ‘PRAMA EXCELLENCE MEET’
event recently at the home turf in
Mumbai. The event was inaugurated by lighting of the lamp
ceremony in the auspicious
presence of Chief Guest Pujya Gnanvatasal Swamiji of
BAPS Swaminarayan Sanstha.
The event created significant
buzz among the security professional community across
India.
‘PRAMA
EXCELLENCE MEET’ is being
planned to bring PRAMA security and surveillance products closer to potential consumers
and end-users while creating brand
awareness. This was PRAMA’s third

part of events after the successful
shows organized in New Delhi and
Ahmedabad.
In his keynote address, Ashish P.
Dhakan, MD & CEO, Prama India Pvt. Ltd. said, “PRAMA EXCELLENCE MEET is organized to

engage, enable and empower the
partners’ community. The event is
enabling a convergence of all the se-

SonicWall Recognises Distributors, Partners
for Outstanding Performance in FY 2022

S

onicWall, a global leader delivering Boundless
Cybersecurity,
today
announced the Asia-Pacific and Japan (APJ) regional winners for the SonicWall Partner Awards for
the fiscal year[1] 2022. The
award honours SonicWall’s
top-performing
distributors and partners that have
made outstanding contributions to drive the company’s
most successful year yet.
Debasish Mukherjee, Vice President, Regional Sales, APJ at SonicWall
said, “It is incredibly humbling to work alongside a
diverse and talented ecosystem of distributors and partners, helping our customers
create agile workflows that
can absorb the unpredictable nature of today’s cyberRead more at www.itvoice.in

security challenges. We are
excited to recognise these
companies for their achievements and look forward to
continued success in our alliance partnership.”
Nicola
Scheibe,
Senior Director of Global
Field Marketing at SonicWall said, “At the heart of
our success is a community
of partners who have been
there with us throughout
– pursuing excellence in a
rapidly evolving cybersecurity landscape. We value the
loyal relationships we’ve
built over the years and take

curity professionals, dealers and distributor community associated with
PRAMA. We are happy to offer our
indigenously manufactured products and solutions to our ecosystem
partners. They understand and serve
the market requirements better.”
He further added, “This
event brings back the cherished
memories and nostalgia of my formative years as an entrepreneur. At
PRAMA we are embarking
on a new journey to build a
brand, launch new products
and develop new solutions
while creating new milestones
and setting new benchmarks.
We will strive for the organic growth and expansion of
the brand at pan-India level.
This event showcases the latest technologies, products and
solutions. We sincerely hope
that our initiatives are helping
the PRAMA ecosystem partners to
grow their business.”

pride in
not only
meeting
their objectives,
but exceeding
them.
We hope the award recognition will continue to fuel
their success and be a steward of trust and reputation.”
SonicWall FY2022 Partner
Awards – Winners
The
SonicWall
FY2022 Partner Awards recognises companies for their
unwavering commitment to
demonstrating excellence,
innovation and leadership
in cybersecurity and driving digital transformation
for businesses that leverage SonicWall solutions. All
winners reflect the very best
in tackling today’s urgent
cybercrime challenges.
Out of a wide pool

of nominees, one partner
per region was chosen in
each category to be recognized for outstanding performance. These selections
were based on factors such
as annual turnover, portfolio distribution, online activities, project success rate
and certification level, along
with their level of commitment and feedback from
their team.
As a 100% focused
channel-driven
company,
SonicWall is dedicated to
working in synergy with
partners to enable them to
enjoy predictable growth
margins and speed up
their customer sales cycles;
while helping customers
accelerate the adoption of a
cyber security and protection strategy that works for
them.
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GAJSHIELD | LAPCARE

GajShield Infotech, announces channel partner meet in
Bhubaneshwar, to showcase its futuristic products and
unmatched security solutions

G

ajShield Infotech is a leading
user and data protection cybersecurity company, entrusted to protect organizations’ most
critical data, alongside being committed to drive digital transformation and growth. The company in
association with its partners, delivers
intelligence-led security services that
facilitate end-users and businesses to
understand, track, deal and prevent
cyber threats.
With the speedily fluctuating IT security threat landscape, cybersecurity has emerged into one of
the most dynamic segments of the IT

industry whether measured by demand or technology evolution. With
an aim to arm their channel partners
in Odisha, with the best in technology by showcasing their innovative
products and solutions, GajShield
Infotech recently organized its channel partner meet. The one-day event
that was held on 10th June 2022 at
Empire Hotel, Bhubaneshwar witnessed the company’s regional partners come under one roof to understand the brand’s product category
and solutions in which they are most
proficient.
Through displaying their

products and solutions, through this
partner meet session, the core agenda of GajShield was to target channel
partners and increase the reach in
Odisha market, thus becoming the
most preferred name in the firewall
business. Through this meet, the
brand intends to facilitate its partners in leveraging and building their
expertise in the domain of cyber security, alongside preparing them for
the new industry standards with
their robust security tools. This will
nothing but facilitate in enhancing
partner productivity’s, enlarge prospects and empower partner success.

Lapcare Launches Refuel Charging Station to Power Your Devices

L

apcare has announced
the launch of the Refuel Charging Station
which is designed to solve
all the charging problems.
Lapcare Refuel is the revolutionary charging station in
its segment as it comes with
multifunctional socket and
many more features to make
your charging process easy!
The Lapcare Refuel
features a wireless charging
pad, 3 USB ports (4.8 Amp)
and 2 international sockets
for a smooth user experience. 10W wireless charger
can save you precious time
and charge your smartphone
very quickly. The demand
for this innovative product
continues to grow as the
penetration of smartphones
and other smart devices is
also increasing. To power
these devices, customers
look for fast chargers that
can help them charge their
devices faster. The Lapcare
Refuel Charging Station is
the perfect device for them
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Commenting on the launch of this new product, Mr. Atul
Gupta, CEO & Chairman, Rx Infotech Pvt. Ltd. said,
“Over the years, Lapcare has been working diligently in developing the best tech products to resolve common issues faced by
customers. In today’s fast-moving world, time is everything and
charging any device takes time. But we at Lapcare, are committed
to our customers and always strive to make their life easier. Lapcare is excited to launch Refuel Charging Station which is one
of the versatile products to solve charging issues. It can charge
any device quickly and its elegant design makes it even more
demanding.”
as it can charge multiple devices at once with a wireless
charging pad, 3 USB ports
and 2 universal sockets.
The charging sta-

tion also comes with a child
safety shutter to avoid any
miss happening. Also, its
high-quality internal copper wiring makes it durable.
Read more at www.itvoice.in

NEWS

UGREEN - ECAPS | AMD

UGREEN Appoints ECAPS as Distributor in India

W

e are excited to announce that
we are now having an official
India importer! This means
that we can now offer our customers
even more great products at amazing
prices.
With ECAPS, India’s importer, we can offer a wide range of
products, including car accessories,
phone accessories, computer accessories, and more. We are committed
to providing our customers with the
best possible prices and the highest
quality products.
We know that our customers
are always looking for the latest and
greatest products, so we will continue to work hard to bring you the best
products at the best prices. Thank
you for your continued support, and

T

we look forward to serving you in
the future!
Why is Ugreen a well-known
brand in PC Accessories?
In addition to offering a wide
variety of quality products, Ugreen
is also known for its excellent customer service and support. If you
have any questions or problems with
your purchase, the Ugreen or ECAPS
team is always ready to help. Additionally, ECAPS offers free shipping
on all orders within India, making it
easy and affordable to get the products you need.
Whether you’re looking for
the latest USB Type-C cable or an
adapter to connect your device to a
monitor or TV, Ugreen has you covered. With its commitment to quali-

ty and customer satisfaction, it’s no
wonder Ugreen is a leading name in
PC accessories.
What are the brands and services offered by Ugreen?
UGreen is one of the leading
online retailers of consumer electronics and accessories worldwide.
UGreen also offers a range of services such as repairs and replacements, warranty extensions, and insurance for mobile devices and PC
accessories.

AMD Details Strategy to Drive Next Phase of Growth Across $300 Billion Market for
High-Performance and Adaptive Computing Solutions

oday at its Financial
Analyst Day, AMD
(NASDAQ:
AMD)
outlined its strategy to
deliver its next phase of
growth driven by the company’s expanded portfolio
of high-performance and
adaptive computing products spanning the data center, embedded, client, and
gaming markets.
“From the cloud
and PCs to communications
and intelligent endpoints,
AMD’s high-performance
and adaptive computing
solutions play an increasingly larger role in shaping
the capabilities of nearly every service and product defining the future of computing today,” said Dr. Lisa Su,
AMD chair and CEO.“The
close of our transformational acquisition of Xilinx and
our expanded portfolio of
leadership compute engines
provide AMD with signifi-

cant opportunities to deliver
continued strong revenue
growth with compelling
shareholder returns as we
capture a larger share of the
diverse $300 billion market
for our high-performance
and adaptive products.”
Technology
and
Product Portfolio Updates
AMD
announced
expanded
multi-generational CPU
core, graphics,
and adaptive
computing architecture roadmaps including new details on the:
“Zen 4” CPU core
expected to power the
world’s first high-performance 5nm x86 CPU slater
this year. “Zen 4” is expected to increase IPC 8%-10%
and deliver more than a
25% increase in perfor-

mance-per-watt and 35%
overall performance increase compared to “Zen
3”when running desktop
applications .
“Zen 5” CPU core
planned for 2024, which is
built from the ground up
to deliver performance and
efficiency leadership across
a
broad
range of
workloads
and features and
includes
optimizations for
AI and machine learning.
AMD RDNA™ 3
gaming architecture that
combines a chiplet design,
next generation AMD Infinity Cache™ technology,
leading-edge 5nm manufacturing technology, and
other enhancements to deliver more than 50% greater

performance-per-watt compared to the prior generation .
4th Gen Infinity
Architecture that further
extends AMD’s leadership
modular SoC design approach with a high-speed
interconnect,
allowing
seamless integration of both
AMD IP and 3rd party chiplets to enable an entirely
new class of high-performance and adaptive processors and providing a
custom-ready heterogenous
computing platform.
AMD CDNA™ 3 architecture, which combines
5nm chiplets, 3Ddie stacking, 4th generation Infinity
Architecture, next-generation AMD Infinity Cache™
technology, and HBM memory in a single package with
a unified memory programming model.
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Pantum Channel Meeting
held to celebrate Company’s
success

P

antum International Limited
is originated from a spirit of
moving ahead and becoming
stronger day by day. It means that
this company is growing fastly in
their printing industry and also has
the mission of providing printing

PANTUM | OPTOMA

services in China and even across
the world. Pantum efforts and persistence has listed it’s company in
China’s top 500 entreprises. It’s motive is to make achievements with
intense motivation and strong will. It
provides healthier and better printer
products and services. In Pantum
“pan” is a verb which means to move
forward very fast by overcoming all
and “tum” is a noun which means

Optoma Corporation announces appointment of Mr. Aman
Singh as its Zonal Head for the North and West Region

O

ptoma Corporation, world’s
No.1 DLP projector brand and
a leading designer of projection products today announced the
appointment of Aman Singh as the
Zonal Head of Optoma for the North
and West Region of India. Aman will
spearhead the sales efforts in both
markets and will also be responsible for the organisation’s revenue
growth in the region.
In his vast career of 16 years,
Aman has served popular brands
such as Toshiba India Pvt Ltd, Dell
India Pvt Ltd, K7 Computing Pvt
Ltd, BenQ India Pvt Ltd, to name a
few. His experience includes many
roles and responsibilities including
business development, operations,
key account management, pre sales
and technical sales.
Consumer-tech sector veteran Aman will take care of sales and
marketing by implementing innovative strategies and analysing com-
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petitors in the market. Expressing his
happiness on joining Optoma Corporation, Aman said, “I am really
excited to join Optoma Corporation
which is one of the leading multinational companies in the market.
Optoma has showcased tremendous
growth in the last two years despite
pandemic and I am fortunate that I
got this opportunity to serve the organisation. I look forward to working with one of the most talented
teams and leveraging my experience
to reach out to target customers with
our wide variety of products and contribute to the company’s growth.”
Aman has successfully designed sales
and marketing strategies,
developed new clientele
and supported in building fruitful corporate alliances in and outside India. He has also travelled
extensively in India and

bright future. So this obviously
means that this company has a very
bright future and is growing rapidly
Pantum International Limited recently held a meeting at Hotel
Golden Tulip MI Road in Jaipur on
3rd of June from 07:30 pm onwards.
Dheeraj Sharma who is the business
manager (Rajasthan) of Pantum International Limited. He gave the
introduction of the Pantum International Limited. Abhra Das, National
Sales Manager took forward the introduction by addressing about the
products . Kartik Paul who is the
service head of Pantum International
Limited gave the technical information of the company’s products. In
the end, meeting got over by giving
awards to the partner’s of the company.
abroad for successful professional
engagements.
		Mr. Vijay Sharma,
Country Head India, Optoma Corporation said, “Mr. Aman with his
experience and insights of the market
is an excellent addition to our team.
With his vast experience in sales, marketing and revenue generation, he
will play a vital role in strengthening
the company’s position in the India
market. We are very happy to have
Aman on board and I am sure that
he would support Optoma India to
open the next chapter of growth and
success in the country.”

NEWS

SUNTRONICS (ASUS)

Suntronics launched Asus Exclusive store on 17th June 2022 motherboard, graphic cards, sound
cards, DVD disc drivers, computer
networking devices, computer cases,
computer components and computer cooling systems.

S

untronics company started
it’s business in IT sector 2005.
This company started it’s multi
brand store in 2008. It is a multi
laptop brand store. It is classified
as non-government company. This
company is in business services business from last 16 years. Suntronics
till now has three stores of Dell and
one store of Lenovo. This company
provides best professional services
at affordable prices in Jaipur. This
company manufactures products by
taking reference from their clients.
Suntronics launched an exclusive Asus store on 17th of June,
2022, which has Asus products of all
range and in addition to that Suntronics got distributorship of Asus in
Jaipur, Kishangarh, Ajmer & Beawar.
Asus is a multinational computer
and phone hardware and electron-

ics company. Asus is the world’s
5th largest PC vendor of unit sales.
According to the company, Asus is
originated from Pegasus, the winged
horse of Greek mythology. According to company’s history Asus
created a motherboard prototype.
Asus products include laptops, tablet, computers, desktop computers,
smartphones, personal digital assistants, servers, computer monitors,

TVs

Structured
Cabling

FTTH
Solutions

Switiching
Solutions

Wireless
Solutions

Computer
Elements Pvt. Ltd.

Latops and Monitors

www.computerelements.in

Audio
Devices

Monitors
+91-8003230747, +91-9414360061
computer_elements@yahoo.com
10-A, Ganesh Vihar, Behind Riddhi Siddhi
Chorah Gopalpura Bypass, Jaipur (RJ) - 302018

Read more at www.itvoice.in
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TP-Link launches INTERFACE 2.0 Channel Partner meet

T

P-Link,world’s No.1 brand in
WLAN segmentbegan its PAN
India Channel partner meet
and technical training programme
INTERFACE 2.0.
First in series of nationwide
meets, began from Ahmedabad and
was followed by Mumbai.
Over the last 2 years TP-Link
maintained a continued connect with
its system integrators during the
lockdown phase and conducted a series of product & technology training
seminars over Zoom meeting.
“Technology and work environment has changed dramatically
over the past
two years. Our
primary
goal
was to meet and
connect
with
our loyal partners at these
events wherein
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we showcase our upcoming range
of products& solutions and also express our gratitude to the partners
for their support which helped us
serve the market successfully in past
few years.TP-Link India is committed to provide solutions and service
to our partners and customers to
strengthen their belief in our brand
and products.” said Mr. Sanjay Sehgal, Senior Vice President (SMB,
ISP & Telco)
Both the eventsreceived
great response with large number of
channel partnersattending the training session and learning about the
upcoming products in the SMB &
ISP segment including the upgraded
OMADA SDN Cloud Solutions, 10G
Fiber switch, upcoming 40G Fiber
Switches.
The event has an interactive session with queries raised by
partners and TP-Link team resolved

them by suggestingeffective products and solutions to them. The informal discussion upon the dinner
helped to boost the bonding between
TP-Linkteam and partners.
Interface 2.0 will be conducted in
Delhi, Chandigarh, Kolkata, Raipur, Bhubaneshwar, Secunderabad,
Vizag, Bangalore, Cochin & Chennai
in upcoming months.

Read more at www.itvoice.in
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MAKE IN INDIA

EMPOWERING INDIA WITH THE NEW
"MAKE IN INDIA" DESKTOPS

TRULY INDIAN, INSIDE OUT
Business desktops featuring ﬂexible conﬁgurations and versatile
form factors designed for outstanding productivity.

Vostro 3681 SFF

Optiplex 7090 MT

Optiplex 3080 MT

Learn more at DellTechnologies.com/Optiplex
Important Dell Details. Dell's terms and conditions: All sales subject to Dell's terms and conditions see Dell.co.in/tnc Mistakes: Whileall eﬀorts are made to check pricing and other errors, inadvertent errors do occur
from time to time and Dell reserves the right to decline orders arising from such errors. For More Information: Go to Dell.co.in/details. Dell Technologies Global Headquarters is located at One Dell Way, Round Rock,
TX, 78682. Copyright © 2022 Dell Inc. or its subsidiaries. All Rights Keserved. Dell Technologies, Dell, EMC,Dell MC and other trademarks are trademarks of Dell Inc. or its subsidiaries. All other trademarks are the
property of their respective owners. Dell inc. disclaims any propeirtary Interest in these trademarks and names, Manage Your Preferences or Unsubscribe at DeIl.com/preferences/em/? For more information on how
we use and protect your data please visit Dell's Privacy Statement Dell.com/learn/in/en/incorp1/policies-privacy? For more details visit DellTechnologies.com
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Lapcare Debuts Two New Optical Wired Mouse in India
Lapcare has launched two new optical wired Mouse L-60 (IND) and L-70 Plus (IND) in India. Both
Mice are designed to upgrade any desk setup and improve the overall work experience. The lightweight and portable design of these Mouse enables faster and more comfortable work than ever
before. These mice oﬀer incredible speed, precise cursor control and smooth functioning.
Whether working on a document or browsing through a website, the mouse wheel helps to deliver
precision. The left and right buttons of both mice work seamlessly so the user can work comfortably
for extended hours. These mice are MAKE IN INDIA and come with a long and durable wire which
makes you work comfortably.

On the launch of the new mouse for Indian customers,
Mr. Atul Gupta, Director, RX lnfotech P Ltd said,
"We are happy to bring these Mice for our customers.
These Mice are designed keeping in mind the workload
and comfort of the user. These wired mice can make
working
all day
easier and faster."
Lapcare
L-60 (IND)

Lapcare L-70 Plus (IND)

Lapcare L-60 (IND)
The Lapcare L-60 (IND) is manufactured with ABS plastic material and it
is a plug-and-play device. The mouse
can help a user with precise scrolling
and a smooth clicking experience.
The inbuilt optical sensor provides
improved accuracy and precise
mouse movements. This optical
mouse is a perfect device for any desk
setup due to its focus on accuracy and
precision.
Resolution: 1000 DPI
Interface: USB Port
Lifetime: 3 Million Clicks
Size: 112 x 52 x 35 mm
Weight: 69 Gms
Compatible with: Adaptive OS
Cable Length: 1.35 Mtr.

Read more at www.itvoice.in

Lapcare L-70 Plus (IND) is a 3D
optical mouse and has an antiskid
design with a durable rubber roller.
It gives users an excellent feel while
they hold, point and clicks. This
wired mouse earns high praise for
being aﬀordable, and comfortable.
Scrolling the wheel does not require
a lot of ﬁnger muscle exertion, as it
ﬁts in your hand perfectly which
prevents unnecessary strain and
improves your overall performance.

Rx Infotech P Ltd
Authorised Distributor of Lapcare
sales@rxinfotech.in

Resolution: 1200 DPI
Interface: USB Port
Lifetime: 3 Million Clicks
Size: 109x 62 x 35 mm
Weight: 75.6 Gms
Compatible with: Adaptive OS
Cable Length: 1.2 Mtr.
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